
AP STUDIO 
SUMMER ASSIGNMENT 

 
You are finally here - AP Studio!  What a great year you will have - but let‛s not rush things - time to 
get ready first - and a more relaxed fashion.  There will be plenty of time for weekly due dates in 
August.  
 
This work will be collected after the first week of school and we will have our first group critique at 
that time.  

Try some new techniques.  Look at some new subject matter.  Explore new media. 
 

➢ First: Treat yourself - and treat your art like the special work that it is.  Buy a NICE, 
HARDBOUND sketchbook.  Don‛t limit its use to drawings alone.  Keep your thoughts, ideas - 
anything - in here.  It‛s a great resource! 

➢ REQUIRED - in your Sketchbook: 
○ Five finished sketches of landscapes  
○ Five finished sketches of still lifes 
○ Five finished sketches of the figure  (these don‛t have to be in an environment) 

➢ Don‛t work from photographs!!  Work from OBSERVATION - It‛s summer - go outside and 
enjoy your surroundings.  

 
EXPLORING A CONCENTRATION 

➢ Create a 3 image SERIES. 
➢ Three works that relate to one another in subject matter or theme. 
➢ Your concentration may change or evolve throughout the year, and this is an opportunity 

to explore a specific idea that is important to you. 
➢ Size of the pieces is up to you, but remember - this is an important assignment - too 

large may be overwhelming, too small may cause you to rush or neglect important aspects 
of your theme.  

➢ As a series, these works will likely be the same size and use the same materials. 
 
How you approach this summer work will help you discipline your work habits in the coming year. 

Don‛t put it off.  Enjoy the ability to work without restraint. 
 

               


